**Line Up Song**  
*(tune of London Bridges)*  
Come to me and let's line up  
Let's line, let's line up  
Come to me and let's line up  
Line up at the _________ (rope, door, star . . .)

**Walking Songs**

*(tune: farmer and the Dell)*  
We're walking in a line, We're walking in a line  
Hi! Ho! The Dari-O, We're walking in a line  

Our hands are by our sides . . .  
A Bubbles in our mouth . . .

*(tune: Camptown Races)*  
I can *walk* in a line, *walking, walking*  
I can *walk* in a line *walking* through the hallway  
My feet are facing forward, I'm looking straight ahead  
I can *walk* in a line *walking* through the hallway  

Where are we going? To the _________
Where are we going? to the _________
*(stomp, tip toe . . .)*

**Have a Seat**  
*(tune: shortin' bread)*  
Everybody have a seat, have a seat, have a seat  
Everybody have a seat on your chair  
Not on the ceiling, Not on the Door  
Everybody have a seat on your chair

**Check Schedule**  
*(tune Fera Jaque)*  
Say: It's time to . . .  
Check our Schedule, Check our schedule  
What comes next, what comes next  
___________ is all done, __________ is all done  
Time for __________, Time for ____________.
Clean Up Song
(tune: tisket a tasket)
A tisket a tasket our __________ go in the basket
We had such fun but now we’re done
Our __________ go in the basket

Music Time
It’s music time its music time
*Come line up its music time
(repeat)

*follow me
*Come sit down